
Regulation “Tricerri” Prize

Art. 1 

Following the mandate of the Committee in memory of Franco Tricerri, the TRICERRI PRIZE is
set up and destined for a young master graduate. The prize is in memoriam of the distinguished
mathematician of the “U. Dini” Department of Florence and of his family, tragically died in 1994. 
The prize will be sponsored of interest derived every two years by the capital paid for this purpose
by the Committee of Mathematics Italian Union. 

Art. 2

The Prize is awarded in a single tranche and it is compatible with other study or research grants and
other scienti fic prizes. The amount of the Prize shall  be determined by UMI Presidency Of fice
before the announcement of the relevant call. The prize shall be awarded through competition based
on quali fications. The relevant call will be announces every two years.

Art. 3

The call  announcement will  be advertised on ‘Notiziario’ and on UMI website within the 31th
August of the year before the award of the Prize. UMI shall promote the call in all the Mathematics
and  Physic  Departments  of  the  Italian  Universities.  The  deadline  for  the  submission  of  the
applications will be the 28th February of the year in which the prize is awarded.

Art. 4 

Those eligible to the award are Master graduates in Mathematics and in Physics from an Italian
University with a master’s degree thesis on Differential Geometry subjects. Candidates must have
obtained the university degree at least three years before the expiring date of the call.

Art. 5 

The application forms must be sent to the UMI President exclusively by  electronic means. To the
applications shall be attached in PDF format a copy of an identity document and a copy of the
master’s degree thesis.

Art. 6

The Prize is indivisible and it is awarded by a Commission consisting in 3 members appointed by
UMI Presidency Office. 

Art. 7 

The Commission may decide to not to award the prize. In that case the amount of the non-assigned
prize shall increase the capital.

Art. 8

The Commission must draw up a detailed report of its works. It will be published on ‘Notiziario’ of
the Mathematics Italian Union.


